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An exciting new series of early learning novelty board books that combine Scholastic&#39;s

strength in learning with beautiful photography and clear designs to stimulate early learning.Wipe

Clean Workbooks - Kindergarten is a colorful, wipe-clean workbook to support children in their early

learning. Provides plenty of practice for children on a wide range of early learning topics. A

wipe-clean pen is provided, the wirobound book lies flat, and the glossy card pages are easy to

wipe clean so that children can practice until they have really mastered a topic. This Kindergarten

book focuses on writing letters, letter sounds (at the beginning, middle and end of words), letter

sequence, rhyming, matching words, writing numbers, counting, odds and evens, ordinals,

sequencing shapes, volume, sorting and time.
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Fantastic workbook! My daughter started kindergarten this year and seems to be having a little

trouble with some of her numbers and letters. She only learns by doing which makes flash cards

and writing the same letter and numbers over and over again get really mundane and boring. She

absolutely loves this wipe clean book! Lots of fun pages, she can literally sit and practice for what

seems like hours without losing focus(which is nearly impossible for her with anything else!) Tons of



fun and creative activities. This is a must have for learning, I'm already planning on getting more

similar ones! It does truly wipe clean too, doesn't leave any residue or outline like some other dry

erase. The book is sturdy, durable and really well made. You can't go wrong with Scholastic, it's

nearly all I buy anymore. High high quality books!

These are cute little workbooks and the kids love them. Easy clean up! The only issue is that the

markers were toast after about a week of light use. Not a big deal since I just got different markers.

love it, lots of variety and good practice for my 5 and 6 year olds

The best books for my 4 year old. He doesn't get tired of it and he can't wait to do "homework"

My son loves this. It's the perfect learning book. Market is great and wipes right off when your done.

My 3 year loves this. Easy to wipe clean.

Nice book for pre K children.
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